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Early twilight . . .

T he first few snow flakes
   waft down, 
      slowly     
          gently,
               into the woods;
each one large, luminous, 
   shaped into its own
       individual character—
           solely its own, unlike any other 
                 since the beginning: 
Each its own letter
    in the spelling of being; 
       settling alone at first, 
            then blending with 
                  its brethren as they fall, 
too quickly, 
     too thickly 
         to be read 
              if they could be read; 
their meaning 
    returning to its source 
         in the alphabet of infinity;
their language universal
    but indecipherable, 
         each character falling
              through its own encryption.

Evening descends.
    T he snowfall thickens;  
          inscrutable odes to mystery
                 drift
                      down
                             through 
                                      darkness. . . . 

T he Spelling of Being
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He sits in the darkness and watches the blizzard 
and listens and thinks about language
while the wind whooshes and whispers and howls. 
How words rise from our nature to make the world legible,
struggling toward meaning through the stutter of being; 
through a gale of chaos and instinct and chance.

How the storm tonight is filling the woods 
with a new page in its ancient encryption; 
a swirling, shrouded, secret literature 
that revises itself as it falls, obscuring every track, 
every signature of life, in whirling drift;
spreading its hidden meanings 
among the cuneiform scrolls of the birches.   
Spruces sag under its portent. 
T he hemlocks stand their dark runes, 
and each black twig in the scrub 
is a character spelling its changing tale 
in the white space forming around it.

By morning the storm will have gone. 
He will go out under a blue and brilliant sky 
to read the auguries of its passage in hieroglyphs 
of shadow and light, ice and melt; 
the ongoing translations of the text of the night 
into that of the day, the ciphers of the thaw, 
the always-decaying script of one moment    
into the always-rising context of the next.

He will walk down the road to the field 
by the water where new signs have formed,
passing from the instant of their imprint 
into the history of the two hours since dawn: 
T he travels of two deer; a brief scatological 
excerpt from the autobiography of a fox; 
the fragment of a narrative of aging and hunger 
in a hawk’s fluttered and frustrated 
strike in the snow.

Interlinear
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He will be listening for the life of the day
all around him, straining to hear nature
reflecting upon itself in every stir of breeze
and drip of melt, every skitter of dead leaves
across the already crusting snow, every unseen 
movement of flesh, each flicker of thought 
rising through his own being.

He will be wondering what that fox hears 
in what he hears now: 
T he endless epiphany of existence 
in the calls welling world-ward 
from a wheeling Babel of crows.   
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Tonight, 
beyond this page,
beyond this lamp where I sit scrawling,
beyond the crickets trilling in the field,
beyond these woods, beyond the town, 
beyond its lovers twining in their beds,
the blue-green earth is floating, all this upon it,         
in a clear and cobalt darkness filled with scattered 
incandescent worlds; a sensual, ripe, 
imperfect paradise, like a voluptuous dreamer 
lost in the mists of its longings.     

T he polar vastnesses sleep the slow grind of their glacial silence, 
T he tilt of their balance setting the opposition of seasons—
summer in north, winter in south—but the poles themselves
know only winter—the ice around them concealing dark waters 
that surge with life—life in its legions swimming all the oceans
while the continents curl like lovers, yang to yin 
in conjugal dance: Curve of Asia to the rump of Europe,
horn of Africa to the groin of Arabia, tongue of Sicily
to the toe of Italy, and the long licking reach 
of Aleutia toward Kamchatka. T he Nile’s cleft oozes 
the parted Rift of Africa, and the Americas are joined 
like incestuous acrobats—below their isthmus umbilical
the vast cloacal womb of Amazonia and the Andes’ spine
arching forever toward Asia, while across the roll and canyons 
of the Pacific floor three thousand miles westward from 
the precipice of Peru, scattered elements 
of the spectral geography of South America 
seem to reappear, strewn here and there 
in random symmetry—submarine, somnambulant in the depths, 
as though dreaming themselves as one—line for vague line, 
range for random range, dilating in chthonic longing 
toward the hot and feral haunch of Australia.

Gaia Dreaming
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T he breathing clouds billow with the breath of the planet 
and all the life upon it—all the organic risen from the inorganic, 
born from the earth itself, inherited through the chemistry of 
Cosmos— 
the subatomic seeds of life risen from stone---that stone 
the bones of its body risen from the pulse of the magma 
hemorrhaging from its heart— and below the stone, below 
all else above, that magma floating continents through 
eons of  change and division, rupture and fracture 
down the geology of ages; the rise of mountains, the gape 
of gorges; the veins of the rivers changing their flow 
with every change of the movement around them, 
turning jungles into deserts, deserts into prairies, 
prairies into forests, forests into jungles,
jungles into the next demand of circumstance 
in the meander of Time, while around them all
the great ocean urge turns the slow wheeling 
of libidinous eons in the endless circling welling  
of her currents and streams, and down the great sea bottoms, 
Atlantic and Pacific, in the deepest furrows of the deep, 
longitudinal fissures swell and open in a continuous 
orgasmic flow of red and molten lava, spreading 
the globe unceasingly open, to drift and fold forever 
back into itself in new and ever-changing forms—
matter enlivened into perpetual re-birthing, 
almost organic in the flow of its changes;
a near-sentience asleep in the trance of becoming,
floating through an endless dreaming
of genesis and metamorphosis, 
of fecundity and fire.
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One summer I worked for geologists, drilling down 
deep into glaciers and hauling up their histories 
of ancient snows, layer by layer, change by change; 
like tree rings, or the crushed and barren strata 
of the frozen earth below:  Here were the last seasons 
of the mammoths, hunted into doom. And in these 
few thin strata a narrow eon of bitter misery
that found its relief—of sorts—in the broad tan band 
above—where algae briefly bloomed  between 
the blinding snows, and reindeer flowed 
in broad brown rivers down the gravity of instinct
toward the memory of distant forage;
down where the haggard tribes had long since 
scattered; following the terrain of visions,
the circumstances of hunger and chance.

And where I stood, above, in that blue and brilliant light,
I felt the lingering spectral presence of a vastness of ice
that in the mystery of its time had more than once
crushed and covered continents; harrowing mountains,
moving oceans, plowing seas where none had been before.
Destruction tilling creation down the long echo
of endless cataclysm; down through all
the warp of generations: Old worlds ever dying; 
new worlds rising into being. Snows upon snows, 
ice upon ice, generation upon generation,
adaptation upon adaptation, life upon death,
time upon time. A way, a wisdom building;
the mind of matter winding
through the weaving thrall of being. 

Notes from the Holocene
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Tonight I stood outside and watched two planets        
In a near-conjunction that will not occur again 
For another thousand years: T he bright slow glide 
Of Venus and Jupiter; brilliant, steady; 
Drawn together in a long-determined arc
Down the west and into the endless night
T hat always sleeps the circling world.

While over all Orion towered 
Shining in the south, master of this night
Whose stars and galaxies knew more of time
T han any planet ever will. Watchful hunter, 
Bow drawn back, aimed into the darkness 
Of an eternity far beyond our own, 
T he time coming when his stars will have dispersed 
Into another form—or forms—or formlessness— 
Long after the passing of my kind, 
Lovers of the same earth, the same light,
T he same dream gone long into its night
When Orion hunts no more.

Later, behind closed lids, locked in the trance 
Of meditation, I silently awaited 
T he conjuration of whatever was to come in the stars
Born visible from the vastnesses of my skull  
And suddenly remembered the myth of Kronos, 
Father of the gods, who rose from darkness
And devoured his children as they were born.

And then I saw great waves of flame billowing
As though from bright hot solar storms, sweeping out 
To fall curling back upon themselves; great crescents
Licking endlessly at their own underbellies—
Great tear-drop orbs of fire—each ebbing 
Its own shadow back into itself—its own demise, 
Its own night, its own extinction. Toward that night 
When Forever has burned itself away, and time
Has gone full circle, back to the sign of Kronos.          

Under the Sign of Kronos
   —(March 6, 1988)
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T he tragic beauty of mind—always leaning 
toward meaning, but never finally reaching it.     
“Infinity” we say, and find it too deep to fathom,
while “time” and “existence,” which are within   
and all around us, remain all too visibly invisible. 

We inhabit an infinitesimal planet 
on a wobbling elliptical orbit circling a star within a galaxy 
within a fiery wheel of other galaxies, 
all flinging ever outward into eons of endless emptiness.

And here, in the ever-changing moment 
within this strangeness, everything is flux, 
change and illusion of change:
Existence bears always the ghosts of its motion. 
If this is all now in either ebb or flow, 
who is to say and how would we know?
Time is time, and does not reveal itself.
Even place is not constant: Centuries, wars, 
peoples, famine, floods—Ages great and dark 
grow and fade, passing like ephemera over continents 
that themselves pass through lesser eternities 
around the world in perpetual geological drift.
“History” is what history does: the incessant welling 
of  present from past into the ever-erratic moment;
the word itself an unending argument of scholars 
that only deepens the questions.

Meanwhile, from the still-cooling surface 
of this at present semi-verdant skull of Earth, 
consciousness rises slowly, in dim patches
—for how few millennia now?— 
to blink in hungry atavistic wonder 
at the discovery of itself—
drifting like tatters of fog through the forests of dawn,
posturing in the mirror of its ignorance.

Lesser Eternities
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On the first full night of astronomical Spring
Winter slept its deepest sleep, 
Pregnant, heavy, glittering in its stillness
Under the great green vault of dancing Borealis.
A night so cold the mind withdrew into omniscience
And opened with the world outside.
Fur drew deeper in its lairs, 
Neither owl nor fox could hunt, 
And in the moonless, starlit brilliance
Deer stood struck through somnolent hours, 
T heir breath a ghostly silent sparkling fog.

Time itself seemed frozen into Presence—
An energy congealed, and taut with brittle tension.
No wind blew and no thing moved, 
And only sound seemed living:
Old pines cracked like pistols in the woods, and
On the lakes the pressure of the ice reached crystal mass
To split against itself 
 in lightning fissures cracking out 
In cannonades across the compass of the dark, 
To echo through the forests 
And twang in pinging soundings 
 down the muffled depths below, 
Where lake trout sought the warmth of deeper waters,
To wait the rising-sooner dawns and dream 
The fiery arch of summer’s hall.

   
     
       
 
      

     

Ice Night
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As I lay waking this morning
my mind slowly revealed to me
the two halves of my brain
as the dawn - clear print
of a cloven deer hoof,
or two bear paws, side by side.

T hese two images
appeared in palimpsest succession;
one forming quietly
     over the other
          without disturbance,
               each equal to each,
and as they came to be there,
I felt the stirring
of some deep and totem thing within–
the gathering of darkness and light
into a powerful and sinuous form
not yet known to me,
coiling and uncoiling
throughout my being.

My nature is trying
to tell me something:
Inside I see a new snow,
fallen for clear and joyous tracking.

Spoor
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T he moon thinks brightly tonight. Sometimes it frowns a bit
behind thin nimbus, then spreads its halo in reassurance. 
Reflects on the dim half of the world it shines upon. Wonders 
why I’m walking this dark road with the black dog again. Frets, 
worries a little. Wonders if I’m taking it seriously enough,
then once more smiles its radiance. Knows how many times          
I’ve written of it; how many variations, with what love and awe. 
Knows I’m imagining myself imagining this. 

T he black dog trots in the shadow line under the trees and smiles, 
a dense vibrant invisibility moving on into the endless living moment. 
I think of what I’ve just thought: "a dense vibrant invisibility          
moving on into the endless living moment", and I am aware again 
of the landscape that is always moving within me, 
this hypnotic geography that dreams in my blood, 
the oneness into which I long, body and mind, 
to dissipate into, to become one with.

I open myself to this need, and the moon lays its light upon me
as grass, as aster, gentian, sweetfern, chicory of the soul as blue 
as the sky—I become this headland and the tide-low sea around it,
become ice and water and this granite shelf and all the varieties   
of sand into which time will grind it. Within and around me 
I feel the movement of mole, owl, fox, mink, all the life in life 
that wanders here tonight. I rise into white pine, red oak, 
the darkness of hemlock, of spruce.   

T he moon dapples its shadow-wavering light onto the landscapes 
of my interior, illumines the night Siberia of my soul, 
where the tiger is one with moss-draped firs. I pass through tropics, 
savannas, deserts, wandering toward the blue cliffs  
of far-off mountains, my dreaming Abyssinias, range after range 
retreating endlessly before me. I gaze over the curve of the horizon 
toward the distant cities of day and night, and turn from them 
toward solitude. 

T he Moon T hinks Brightly Tonight


